microRNA target prediction programs predict many false positives
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According to the current view, each microRNA regulates hundreds of genes. Computational tools aim at identifying microRNA targets, usually selecting evolutionarily conserved microRNA binding sites. While the false positive rates have been evaluated for some prediction programs, that information is rarely put forward in studies making use of their predictions. Here, we provide evidence that such predictions are often biologically irrelevant. Focusing on miR-223-guided repression, we observed that it is often smaller than inter-individual variability in gene expression among wild-type mice, suggesting that most predicted targets are functionally insensitive to that microRNA. Furthermore, we found that human haplo-insufficient genes tend to bear the most highly conserved microRNA binding sites. It thus appears that biological functionality of microRNA binding sites depends on the dose-sensitivity of their host gene and that, conversely, it is unlikely that every predicted microRNA target is dose-sensitive enough to be functionally regulated by microRNAs. We also observed that some mRNAs can efficiently titrate microRNAs, providing a reason for microRNA binding site conservation for inefficiently repressed targets. Finally, many conserved microRNA binding sites are conserved in a microRNA-independent fashion: Sequence elements may be conserved for other reasons, while being fortuitously complementary to microRNAs. Collectively, our data suggest that the role of microRNAs in normal and pathological conditions has been overestimated due to the frequent overlooking of false positive rates.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Together with a protein member of the Argonaute family, microRNAs (miRNAs) constitute the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), which represses specific mRNA targets by translation inhibition and mRNA decay (Iwakawa and Tomari 2015). Target recognition is typically mediated by imperfect base-pairing between the miRNA and the mRNA. The large number of known miRNAs (several hundreds distinct miRNAs in most animal model organisms) (Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones 2014), as well as the poorly specific rules for target recognition, result in a large fraction of coding genes predicted to be repressed by miRNAs in animals (between 19,000 and 20,000 human genes according to Betel et al. 2010 and Paraskevopoulou et al. 2013). Indeed, even after accounting for the background of false-positive predictions, about 11,000 human genes are predicted to be conserved targets of miRNAs (Friedman et al. 2009). Not surprisingly then, miRNAs have been proposed to control numerous biological processes in healthy conditions or in diseases (Bartel 2009; Shenoy and Blclloch 2014; Hata and Lieberman 2015).

From a quantitative point of view, however, miRNA target repression appears to be very limited, with endogenous miRNAs repressing their targets less than twofold, according to high-throughput proteomic and transcriptomic experiments (Baek et al. 2008; Selbach et al. 2008). Hence, it is currently believed that miRNAs exert most of their biological functions by fine-tuning many mRNA targets, precisely setting their protein output to its optimal abundance (Bartel and Chen 2004).

Yet, it is well-established that the activity of most genes in animals is robust to such small changes in gene expression levels, yielding constant phenotypes despite variable expression. Gene expression typically fluctuates by twofold when comparing two individuals in the human population (Cheung et al. 2003), two pools of individuals from a genetically homogenized Drosophila population (Laurie-Ahlberg et al. 1982), or two phenotypically identical mouse neural stem cells (Subkhankulova et al. 2008). Natural polymorphism in cis-regulatory sequences in the human population causes a large variability in gene expression, which is often greater than twofold (Rockman and Wray 2002).

Neutral regulatory events should be excluded from predictions. Therefore, comparative genomics is commonly used to identify miRNA binding sites that have been phylogenetically conserved. Assuming that conservation is due to a selective pressure, significant conservation of a miRNA binding site is perceived as an indication of physiological functionality (Bartel 2009). Several miRNA target prediction programs have been written, most of which select candidate binding sites by scoring their phylogenetic conservation (Friedman and Burge 2014). It seems that most effective miRNA binding sites in animals contain a perfect match to the “seed” (nucleotides 2–7) of the miRNA (Lai 2002; Lewis et al. 2003; Krek et al. 2005): Prediction programs typically
select conserved perfect or almost perfect seed matches in mRNA sequences, further refining candidate lists with various sequence or structure criteria. These computational programs are heavily used by the community in addition to experimental assessment of target repression. Phylogenetic conservation is taken as a proof that an experimentally measured repression plays a physiological role. Estimates of the false positive rate for conserved sites of some programs have been published, and they are close to 50% (Krek et al. 2005; Lewis et al. 2005; Friedman et al. 2009), yet this information is frequently ignored in published studies making use of these programs. We thus decided to explore the sources of false positives in miRNA target prediction.

Results
Sensitivity of gene activity to miRNA
The transcriptome-wide effect of a miRNA in a primary cell type has been measured in a few experimental setups, including target repression by granulocyte lineage-specific miR-223 in mouse neutrophils (Chen et al. 2004; Baek et al. 2008; Johnnidis et al. 2008). The amplitude of miR-223-mediated repression on its targets was measured by comparing mRNA and protein levels in wild-type and MiR223 mutant neutrophils (but note that the experimental procedure did not allow the measurement of inter-individual variability: cells were pooled from several individual mice, thus, averaging out potential inter-individual differences) (Baek et al. 2008).

We reasoned that inter-individual variability in gene expression among wild-type animals is a faithful estimation of the robustness of gene activity relative to fluctuations in gene expression levels. Wild-type populations, shaped by thousands of years of evolution, have been depleted in genome variants that lead to detrimental gene expression levels. If miRNA binding sites had been selected because targeting by miRNAs maintains gene expression at a nondetrimental level, purifying selection should have eliminated any regulatory element that mediates variation in gene expression with amplitudes similar or higher to miRNA-guided repression. We thus measured variability in neutrophil gene expression among wild-type mice.

We isolated neutrophils from five wild-type mice (see Supplemental Table S1 for neutrophil purity) and quantified mRNA abundance by whole-genome arrays. The effect of miRNAs on the abundance of target mRNAs is a good approximation of the effect of the miRNA on protein abundance, at least at steady-state in vertebrates (Hendrickson et al. 2009; Guo et al. 2010; Bazzini et al. 2012), and transcriptomic methods are more sensitive than proteomic methods (Baek et al. 2008; Selbach et al. 2008). Measuring pure translational repression by miRNAs would thus marginally improve the accuracy of our analysis, but it is currently not feasible at a genome-wide scale. In order to ensure that the dynamic range in our experiment is the same as in the experiment described by Baek et al. (2008), we used the same transcriptomic technology (Affymetrix whole-genome arrays), using 3-month-old C57BL/6 males as in that study.

In order to measure the technical noise introduced by the experimental procedure, we also performed the same experiment on the pooled blood of five additional mice (see Fig. 1A). Taking into account technical variability, we could then compare the amplitude of inter-individual variation to the repressive effect of miR-223 on each predicted target (see Fig. 1B for an example). Each of the 10 mice was pathogen-free (39 common pathogens were screened), ensuring that their immune state was as homogeneous as possible. miR-223 targets were predicted using TargetScan mouse (v. 6.2), which appears to be the most reliable predictor (Agarwal et al. 2015). 196 conserved targets are predicted, 192 of which are probed by the whole-genome array. Individual-to-individual variability in gene expression is typically twofold when comparing the most highly expressing mouse to the least highly expressing mouse among the five tested mice (see Supplemental Fig. S1). Our analysis shows that, for 150 predicted targets out of 192, inter-individual variability in gene expression exceeds the median effect of miR-223 on these genes (see Fig. 1C). Employing another normalization method for microarray data (Loess instead of RMA) only strengthened this result: Even with a p-value cutoff of 0.01, inter-individual variability exceeded the miR-223 effect for 186 genes out of 192.

Real targets for miR-223 (i.e., genes whose repression by the miRNA triggers a macroscopic phenotype) should exhibit tightly regulated expression levels among wild-type mice. Hence, we expect real targets to be enriched among the 42 genes whose inter-individual variability does not appear to exceed miR-223-guided repression. We note that one of these genes, Nrpa3 (see Fig. 1D), could be responsible for the neutrophil hyperactivity phenotype of Mir223 mutants (Johnnidis et al. 2008; Bauernfeind et al. 2012; Haneklaus et al. 2012). Restricting our analysis to mRNA/miRNA interactions with some experimental support (Vlachos et al. 2015) increased slightly, but not significantly, the proportion of genes with low inter-individual variability (see Supplemental Table S2).

Our experiment only probed gene expression levels in mature neutrophils, whereas miR-223 is also expressed in neutrophil progenitors (Johnnidis et al. 2008). Some evidence suggests that misregulation of one predicted target, Mef2c, is responsible for the high neutrophil tether phenotype of Mir223 mutants, while it is not responsible for the hyperactivity phenotype (Johnnidis et al. 2008). We note that Mef2c expression levels appear highly variable in mature neutrophils, and that gene does not belong to the list of 42 genes enriched for real targets. These observations could mean that the two reported phenotypes for Mir223 mutant mice are genetically separable. For example, the hyperneutrophilic phenotype could be due to the misregulation of Mef2c in progenitor cells, while the hyperactivity phenotype could be due to the misregulation of some of these 42 genes in mature neutrophils.

It could be argued that the activity of miR-223 in neutrophils is not uniform among the five tested mice, and the mouse expressing targets most abundantly may also express the highest level of miR-223, eventually bringing target translation to the same level as in the other mice. This hypothesis would imply that, for every target, the five mice would appear in the same order if ranked by target abundance. This is not the case: There is no global trend suggesting that miR-223 targets are coordinately up- or down-regulated from one individual mouse to the next (Supplemental Fig. S2).

Hence, most predicted targets for miR-223 in neutrophils may not be functionally affected by the miRNA: The effect of miR-223 on these genes is smaller than inter-individual fluctuations in gene expression among wild-type mice. Yet, our experiment certainly underestimated inter-individual variability: First, the range of gene expression levels could only increase if more than five mice were analyzed. Second, we analyzed mice from an inbred strain (the C57BL/6 strain), which are more genetically homogeneous than wild mice. Therefore, the proportion of miR-223-insensitive predicted targets in neutrophils is probably even larger than 150/192.

In this experiment, we analyzed a single miRNA (miR-223) in a single cell type (mature neutrophils). Further analyses on
additional miRNAs would be required to assess experimentally the generality of our conclusions. Among the broadly conserved miRNAs, miR-223 is reported to have an unusually high proportion of false-positive predictions, with only 40 of its 196 conserved targets listed as having a “probability of conserved targeting” ($P_{CT}$) exceeding 50% (Friedman et al. 2009). We also wish to point out that constitutive deletion of the miRNA gene may have resulted in compensatory gene expression changes in Mir223 mutant neutrophils, potentially blurring the direct effects of a loss of miR-223. With these limitations in mind, our data suggest that most individual miR-223 binding sites are unlikely to play a biologically relevant role in repressing target genes in neutrophils.

We also have to emphasize that an alternative interpretation can be proposed: It can be envisioned that some variably expressed genes are not significantly larger than miR-223-guided repression ($p \geq 0.05$). Middle column: fold-change due to miR-223-mediated repression according to data of Baek et al. (2008) (note that some genes have a fold-change < 1, thus appearing to be up-regulated by the miRNA: these genes may be indirectly affected by miR-223). Right column: $p$-value, measured as in panel C (median across all probe sets for that gene).

Figure 1. Inter-individual variability in miR-223 target expression is frequently larger than miR-223-guided repression. (A) Principle of the experiment. (B) The measured microarray signal is the sum of the underlying biological value and technical noise (here illustrated with the Styx gene). Measured signals ($m_1$–$m_5$) are deconvoluted using the measured technical variability (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). (C) For each predicted miR-223 target, the amplitude of miR-223-guided repression is compared to the amplitude of gene expression variability across the five mice (here illustrated with the Styx gene). The $p$-value measures the probability that the underlying biological variability is smaller than miRNA-guided repression. We used the median repression value measured by Baek et al. (2008) (represented by the red horizontal bar) to estimate miR-223-guided repression. (D) Genes whose inter-individual fluctuations are not significantly larger than miR-223-guided repression ($p \geq 0.05$).
genes trigger detrimental phenotypes if expressed above a given threshold. miRNA-mediated repression would thus only be beneficial in individuals (or in cells) at the high end of the expression range. In that case, target repression would be conserved because of its utility in the population at large, without being required in every individual. If this were the case, and given the large number of variably expressed genes in our data, such “fail-safe” interactions (Bartel 2009) would thus outnumber fine-tuning interactions in neutrophils.

Dose-sensitive genes bear the most highly conserved miRNA binding sites

In order to test the generality of our conclusion regarding the frequent insensitivity to miRNAs, we explored the relationship between dose-sensitivity and gene targeting by miRNAs. Real targets are expected to bear the most highly conserved miRNA binding sites. Genes whose repression by the miRNA is physiologically inconsequential should lose their miRNA binding sites more easily in evolution, even if the mRNA/miRNA interaction plays a miRNA-titrating function (Seitz 2009). Hence, the existence of false positives in miRNA target prediction implies that the most dose-sensitive genes should exhibit the most highly conserved miRNA binding sites.

In contrast, considering that predicted miRNA targets are devoid of false positives would simply assume that every predicted target gene is dose-sensitive enough to be functionally affected by miRNAs. miRNA binding site conservation is not expected to correlate with dose-sensitivity: Conservation should depend on the functional importance of the repression of any given gene but not on its dose-sensitivity, which is always assumed to be sufficient for functional regulation.

Probably the most accurate available metrics for miRNA binding site conservation is the PCT, described by Friedman et al. (2009). It takes into account the topology of the phylogenetic tree as well as differences in overall conservation between untranslated regions (UTRs) to estimate the likelihood that a seed match is under selective pressure.

There exists currently no high-throughput method to identify dose-sensitive genes in metazoans. A curated list of haplo-insufficient genes (a type of dose-sensitive genes) is, however, available in humans (Dang et al. 2008). miRNA binding site conservation is significantly higher in haplo-insufficient genes than in other human genes (see Fig. 2A). Computational methods have also been proposed to predict dose-sensitive genes: Huang et al. (2010) published a heuristic method based on genomic, molecular, and functional properties of known human haplo-insufficient genes. For each gene, we thus compared its probability of haplo-insufficiency (from the Huang et al. 2010 data) to its highest PCT (i.e., across all miRNA families with predicted binding sites in that gene, we extracted that with the highest PCT). We found that the probability of being haplo-insufficient correlates positively with the conservation of the most conserved miRNA binding site (see Fig. 2B).

Such correlation would not have been expected if every computationally predicted target was biologically sensitive to miRNA action. The fact that miRNA binding site conservation seems to depend on the host gene’s dose sensitivity rather suggests that every predicted target is actually not dose-sensitive enough to be functionally affected by miRNAs. Our results thus confirm that miRNA target predictions are contaminated with large numbers of false positives, which were estimated to constitute about half of current prediction lists for some programs (Knick et al. 2005; Friedman et al. 2009).

Assessment of miRNA titration by mRNAs

If, indeed, a large fraction of predicted miRNA targets are functionally insensitive to the modest miRNA-guided repression, one may ask why they bear phylogenetically conserved seed matches. We proposed that some miRNA binding sites may serve as miRNA titrators: Some sites may be conserved because of their miRNA modulating activity, not because of their weak repression of the mRNA (Seitz 2009).

Others have tentatively probed the miRNA-titrating activity of an mRNA (competing endogenous RNA, “ceRNA”) (Poliseno et al. 2010; Salmena et al. 2011), but the proposed titrator is not abundant enough to modulate miRNA activity (Ebert and Sharp 2010). Published experimental evidence relies essentially on ceRNA overexpression experiments, which do not address the titrating activity of ceRNA endogenous levels, and ceRNA knockdown experiments by RNAi, where overaccumulation of miRNA targets was perceived as a proof of ceRNA activity. However, the siRNAs used in these experiments exhibit off-target seed matches on target sequences, providing an alternative explanation of the

Figure 2. Human haplo-insufficient genes tend to bear the most highly conserved miRNA binding sites. (A) Known haplo-insufficient genes in humans (Dang et al. 2008) exhibit more conserved miRNA binding sites than other human genes. (B) Conservation of miRNA binding sites correlates with the probability of human genes for being haplo-insufficient, as calculated by Huang et al. (2010) (genes were binned into boxplots according to their PCT for clarity). In every boxplot in this figure, the number of genes in each category is indicated inside the boxes. Note: Even though the PCT was initially defined as a probability (Friedman et al. 2009), values in the latest PCT data set (in TargetScan v7, described in Agarwal et al. (2015)) can be larger than 1.
observed decrease in target mRNAs upon ceRNA knock-down. Consequently, the consensus now states that mRNAs are unlikely to exert any noticeable titration of miRNAs in the general case (Garcia et al. 2011; Wee et al. 2012; Denzler et al. 2014). It has been proposed that efficient titration could be restricted to high-affinity target sites, for miRNAs with a low miRNA:target ratio (Bosson et al. 2014). But another study, performed on a similar biological system with a different methodology, concluded that even poorly expressed miRNAs are unlikely to be efficiently titrated by any individual mRNA (Denzler et al. 2016).

In order to compare miRNA and miRNA concentrations in a meaningful manner, the analyzed biological sample has to be as homogeneous as possible. We thus decided to study the murine C2C12 cell line. We focused on two myotube-specific miRNA families: miR-1a/miR-206 and miR-133. Both are expressed during the differentiation of C2C12 into myotubes (Chen et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2006), which is inducible in culture, and miR-1a/miR-206 is involved in the control of differentiation (Goljanek-Whysall et al. 2012).

Quantifying miR-1a/miR-206 and miR-133 by calibrated Northern blots (Fig. 3A), we found that the abundance of miR-1a/miR-206 molecules per cell increases from ≈500 (differentiation day 0) to ≈17,000 (day 6), while the abundance of miR-133 increases from ≈250 (day 0) to ≈2,400 (day 4) molecules per cell (see Fig. 3B).

RNA targets for these miRNAs were identified by AGO RIP-seq (RNA immunoprecipitation followed by poly[A]-independent RNA-seq). In order to identify and exclude nonspecific purification of untargeted mRNAs—e.g., miRNA-independent recruitment of RISC on mRNAs (Leung et al. 2011)—we performed differential RIP-seq (similar to the differential CLIP described by Loeb et al. [2012]) between cells transfected with antisense oligonucleotides against miR-1a and miR-206, or against miR-133, and with a control oligonucleotide that does not match any murine miRNA seed sequence (see Fig. 3C; Supplemental Fig. S3). Transfected antisense oligonucleotides can efficiently inhibit miRNAs, in particular in C2C12 cells (Hutvágner et al. 2004; Goljanek-Whysall et al. 2012). Cells were transfected after 2 d of differentiation, then 1 d later they were cross-linked and AGO-RNA complexes were immunoprecipitated for RNA-seq library preparation. Each condition was analyzed as three biological replicates.

mRNAs that are reproducibly immunoprecipitated in the three control replicates, while being depleted in the three replicates of antisense oligonucleotide-treated cells, were annotated as “experimentally identified mRNA targets.” Our procedure identified 37 targets for the miR-1a/miR-206 family and 17 targets for the miR-133 family (note that these are all coding RNAs, but noncoding RNAs were included in our analysis) (see Fig. 3D). Approximately 40% of our experimentally identified targets bear perfect seed matches to the miRNA of interest in their 3′ UTRs. As previously reported (Loeb et al. [2012]), miRNA sequences that are perfectly complementary to the miRNA seed region can be efficiently targeted by the miRNA, even when the miRNA is not perfectly expressed.
et al. 2012; Agarwal et al. 2015), experimentally identified targets also frequently exhibit imperfect seed matches for the miRNAs of interest (shown in blue in Fig. 3D).

With miRNA target lists in hand, we quantified mRNA abundance by calibrated ultradepth RNA-seq in the three biological replicates of differentiating C2C12 cells at day 0, day 3, and day 6 (see sequencing statistics in Supplemental Table S3; calibration scatter plots are shown in Supplemental Fig. S4A: calibration precision is within a factor $\pm 2$). Unsupervised clustering of the RNA-seq data indicates high replicate-to-replicate reproducibility and reveals a differentiation signature in gene expression patterns (see Supplemental Fig. S4B).

Combining RNA quantification with our measurement of cell volume, we could calculate intracellular RNA concentrations for miRNAs and mRNAs. Using the law of mass action, we used the published dissociation constant between murine RISC and its targets (Wee et al. 2012) to calculate the equilibrium between free and bound miRNA for both miR-1a/miR-206 and miR-133 families. (The dissociation constant between RISC and its targets was measured on let-7-loaded RISC [Wee et al. 2012], but we note that miR-1a/miR-206 and miR-133 seeds have similar predicted affinities to their seed matches, within 15%). To calculate total miRNA binding site concentration, we weighted the concentration of every experimentally identified target by its number of seed matches (considering perfect seed matches as well as the three most frequently observed imperfect seed matches). Performing the same calculation after conceptual loss of a single binding site in a single target (i.e., weighting that target’s concentration by number of sites – 1 instead of number of sites) allowed us to evaluate the individual contribution of each binding site to miRNA titration (see Fig. 3E). This analysis predicts that several miRNA binding sites exert a strong titrating effect on miR-1a/miR-206 or miR-133 (seven miRNAs appear to titrate at least 10% of either miR-1a/miR-206 or miR-133 in at least one time point) (see Fig. 3F). For instance, Tmsb4x appears to titrate half of the free pool of miR-1a/miR-206 at each time point: If Tmsb4x lost its miR-1a/miR-206 binding site, the free pool of miR-1a/miR-206 would be expected to rise by $\approx 50%$. Of note, the dynamical behavior of these seven strong titrators does not differ significantly from that of the other experimentally identified targets ($p$-value $= 1$ both for miR-1a/miR-206 and for miR-133 according to a two-way ANOVA assessing both the contribution of differentiation time and of the titrating status to gene expression dynamics).

In order to verify experimentally the titrating effect of Tmsb4x on miR-1a/miR-206 availability, we mutated its 3′ UTR in C2C12 cells with high-fidelity nuclease “SpyCas9-HF1” (Kleinstitver et al. 2016). Using homologous recombination, we introduced a reporter cassette for miR-1a/miR-206 activity, while simultaneously mutating the Tmsb4x up-1a/miR-206 seed match (see Fig. 4A). As a control, we also generated cell lines with the same reporter cassette but without any mutation in the Tmsb4x up-1a/miR-206 seed match. Nine independent polyclonal cell lines were obtained: five wild-type lines and four lines where the Tmsb4x up-1a/miR-206 seed match is mutated. In each of the mutant lines, $\approx 50%$–$80%$ of Tmsb4x alleles appear to be mutated (see Supplemental Fig. S5). Cells were then differentiated, and miR-1a/miR-206 activity was monitored by quantifying luciferase activity: Mutant cells exhibit a significantly lower reporter activity than wild-type cells, demonstrating that endogenous levels of the Tmsb4x miRNA indeed strongly titrate miR-1a/miR-206 in C2C12 cells (see Fig. 4B).

Previous analyses indicate that only miRNA families with a low miRNA:target ratio are susceptible to titration (Bosson et al. 2014).

Our measurements indicate that miR-1a/miR-206 and miR-133 intracellular concentrations range between 0.2 and 20 nM in differentiating C2C12 cells, while the total concentration of their differential RIP-seq-validated targets falls in the micromolar range. Our observation of Tmsb4x-mediated titration is thus consistent with the conclusions of Bosson et al. (2014). It is, however, hard to reconcile with the notion proposed by Denzler et al. (2016), stating that an efficient titrating site has to reach $\approx 10%$–$40%$ of the effective target abundance, which can be roughly estimated by the total concentration of 6-, 7-, and 8-mer 3′ UTR sites for the miRNA of interest. In our libraries, the Tmsb4x miR-1a/miR-206 binding site accounts for $\approx 1%$ of the total miR-1a/miR-206 3′ UTR sites.

Our results thus show that some miRNAs can modulate miRNA activity by titration. Such function could be selected in evolution if beneficial, explaining why some miRNA binding sites are conserved while they are located in genes that are not strongly repressed enough by the miRNAs to be functionally regulated. For example, Tmsb4x may not be repressed enough to be functionally sensitive to miR-1a/miR-206, and its miR-1a/miR-206 binding site could only be conserved because of its miR-1a/miR-206-titrating action: Tmsb4x would, therefore, be a false positive in current target identification procedures.
Titrations refines miRNA expression patterns

While half a dozen mRNAs appear to exert a clear effect on miRNA titration in differentiating C2C12 cells, these genes only constitute a minority of predicted miR-1a/miR-206 and miR-133 targets. It is possible that most predicted targets do not efficiently titrate mRNAs in any cell type. Alternatively, one can imagine that additional titrators exist for miR-1a/miR-206 and miR-133 in other cell types, where they are expressed abundantly enough.

A testable prediction can be implied from the latter possibility: If, indeed, some mRNAs play a beneficial miRNA titrating role in various cell types, then in each of these cell types, titrating mRNAs should be highly expressed. The more beneficial the titration, the more conserved the interaction between these mRNAs and the miRNA: It can thus be expected that the most highly expressed miRNA targets should be under the strongest selective pressure to keep their miRNA binding sites. Hence, if mRNAs can exert an efficient titration of miRNAs, one would expect a positive correlation between mRNA abundance and the conservation of their miRNA binding sites in most tissues. Real targets are not expected to exhibit such a correlation, but as they are expected to be outnumbered by physiologically insensitive targets (the activity for most genes in animals being robust to an ≈twofold change in expression), they should not affect the overall correlation.

For each gene, we thus compared miRNA binding site conservation (quantified by their $P_{CT}$ [Friedman et al. 2009]) to mRNA abundance in publicly available transcriptomic data sets from a variety of mouse tissues (see Supplemental Table S4). We observed that, for most murine miRNA families, mRNA abundance is, indeed, positively correlated with miRNA binding site conservation (positive Kendall’s $\tau$ correlation coefficient, with a low adjusted $p$-value) (bottom right quadrants in the volcano plots shown in Fig. 5A and Supplemental Fig. S6; see also Farh et al. [2005]; Sun et al. [2012]). Note that the $P_{CT}$ compensates for 3′ UTR overall conservation (binding sites located in highly conserved UTRs have to be more conserved themselves to attain the same $P_{CT}$ than binding sites in poorly conserved UTRs). This feature corrects potential biases in sequence conservation between poorly and abundantly expressed genes.

Interestingly, correlation was particularly strong not only for mRNAs that are highly expressed in the analyzed tissue, such as miR-1a/miR-206 and miR-133 in muscle, but also for mRNAs that are specific to a tissue other than the one analyzed (e.g., liver-specific miR-122 in the muscle) (see Fig. 5B). This suggests that the transcriptome of each cell type is not under a strong selective pressure to modulate its abundant miRNAs. It mostly titrates miRNAs specific for other tissues (presumably, whose expression is detrimental in that cell type). A notable exception to this rule is the brain, where neuron-specific miRNAs seem to exert the strongest selective pressure on mRNA binding sites in the transcriptome (see bottom right panel of Fig. 5B). This may be due to the large diversity among neurons, with miRNA titration being beneficial for some neuron-specific miRNAs in neurons that do not express them. Of note, miRNAs specific to another tissue than the one analyzed tend to be expressed at very low levels, casting doubt on the biological advantage of titrating miRNAs that are already hardly active. But miRNAs themselves could contribute to the decrease in miRNA levels through target-mediated degradation (Ameres et al. 2010; Xie et al. 2012; Denzler et al. 2016), in which case interaction with these miRNAs in these cell types could promote miRNA efficiently, not through pure competition but by promoting miRNA degradation.

Our results suggest that various cell types express high levels of mRNAs that either titrate or promote the degradation of miRNAs which are most strongly expressed in other cell types. These considerations could promote a new interpretation of a well-known phenomenon: miRNAs and their predicted targets tend to be expressed in an overlapping, yet noncoincident fashion. Cells expressing highest miRNA levels tend to be devoid of target expression and reciprocally (Farh et al. 2005; Stark et al. 2005; Shkumatava et al. 2009). When miRNA expression varies continuously across the analyzed cell bins, miRNAs and their predicted targets mostly overlap in cells where both the miRNA and the
predicted targets are moderately expressed (Farh et al. 2005). It has been proposed that such organization implies that miRNAs preferentially repress targets in cells where their targets are already partially repressed by other mechanisms. Alternatively, we propose that some mRNAs titrate miRNAs preferentially in cells where the miRNA is already poorly expressed.

False positives in comparative genomics

Computational prediction of miRNA targets usually relies on the identification of phylogenetically conserved seed matches (Friedman and Burge 2014). Our results suggest that just a small fraction of genes with conserved seed matches are sensitive enough to small changes in expression to be functionally regulated by miRNAs (Figs. 1, 2). Among the remaining predicted targets, some may bear conserved seed matches because of their miRNA-titrating activity (Figs. 3–5). It is hard to tell how many titrator miRNAs exist: for every gene, even among those that appear to be poorly expressed, it is formally possible that its expression level is high in a particular cell type or developmental stage, where it could exert a beneficial miRNA titration. Alternatively, it is possible that many predicted targets are neither functionally sensitive to miRNA-guided repression, nor efficient at titrating miRNAs. Genes in this “gray zone” would thus exhibit conserved seed matches for a reason not attributable to functional targeting nor to efficient miRNA titration. Phylogenetic conservation of such seed matches would remain to be explained. We thus decided to explore the possibility that the results of some comparative genomics-based methods could be contaminated by false positives.

It is indeed possible that a sequence may be conserved because of some other, miRNA-independent reason, while fortuitously being complementary to a miRNA seed (Friedman et al. 2009). Conservation of that sequence would thus be mistakenly attributed to the functionality of the miRNA/miRNA interaction. It is possible to calculate an estimation of the frequency of such false positives by scoring conserved seed matches in species devoid of miRNAs with that seed sequence (miRNAs sharing the same seed belong to the same “miRNA family”). Using the human-centered 100-species whole genome alignment from UCSC (Rosenbloom et al. 2015), we identified 3′ UTR seed matches that appear to be more conserved than the miRNA seed itself (see Fig. 6A for an example). Such “overconserved” seed matches could result in false positives in miRNA target prediction schemes. Their conservation is independent of their interaction with the miRNA: It may be due to other trans factors (such as DNA-binding proteins or RNA-binding proteins), for example.

Comparative genomics-based target prediction programs screen conserved miRNA binding sites for additional criteria (local AU content, pairing to the miRNA 3′ moiety, etc.), which may decrease the false positive rate. Indeed, binding sites predicted by the most popular target prediction algorithms tend to be less frequently overconserved than the bulk of 3′ UTR seed matches (cf. Fig. 6B; see Supplemental Table S5; note that a widely used prediction program, TargetScan, cannot be analyzed here: it does not rely on phylogenetic conservation for miRNAs specific to mammals or to shallower mammalian clades). This observation indicates that they are less prone to selecting overconserved seed matches than a simple seed match search. Yet, even these programs are heavily contaminated with overconserved seed matches (e.g., ≈50%–70% for most Hominidae-specific seeds in microT and miRanda predictions).

Frequency of overconserved sites shows a striking dependency on the phylogenetic depth of the clade of interest: Shallow clades (e.g., Hominidae) tend to exhibit higher rates of overconserved sites than deep clades (e.g., Euteleostomi). We could imagine several interpretations for that phenomenon: (1) miRNA annotation could be less reliable for poorly conserved miRNAs, resulting in a high contamination of Hominidae-specific miRNAs by small RNAs which are actually not miRNAs; (2) any given seed match is less likely to be conserved outside deep clades than outside shallow clades, because it has a higher chance of being lost in a longer evolutionary divergence; or (3) there are more species outside shallow clades than outside deep clades, increasing the chances that an outer species possesses the seed match. In order to assess these possibilities, we measured the proportion of seed matches conserved outside four clades of various depths and for variably conserved seeds (see Fig. 6D; Supplemental Fig. S7). The results show that the number of conserved seed matches decreases when assessing conservation outside deeper clades, and the decrease is similar for all four seed types (Hominidae-specific, Catarhini-specific, Boreoeutheria-specific, and Euteleostomi-specific seeds). This observation indicates that such decrease is not due to a differential quality of miRNA annotation between deeply conserved and poorly conserved miRNAs. It is simply a consequence of the arborescent structure of evolution (interpretations [2] and [3] above). In fact, hexamers that do not match the seed of any known vertebrate miRNA exhibit the same pattern (in black in Fig. 6D), confirming that it is due to the tendency for sequence elements to be more easily conserved outside shallow clades than outside deep clades.

Hence, the false positive rate for miRNA seeds in general is likely to be closer to the rate of overconserved sites for Hominidae-specific seeds than for Euteleostomi-specific seeds: Euteleostomi-specific seeds have lower rates of overconserved sites only because of the general property of overconserved sites to be rare in deep clades. But the propensity of the analyzed target prediction programs to capture false positives is probably similar to that of Hominidae-specific miRNAs, because they use the same predicting criteria for deeply conserved and poorly conserved miRNA families, and they are likely to be similarly contaminated by transcription factor or RNA-binding protein binding sites. Thus, by this measure, the false positive rate for microT and miRanda appears to approach 50% or 70%, while our approach is unable to estimate it for PicTar and TargetScan, which do not attempt to predict biological relevance by phylogenetic analysis for the least conserved miRNAs.

Discussion

Assessment of the involvement of miRNAs in a biological process usually relies on two types of tests: measurement of the effect of a miRNA on the expression of a target gene by molecular biology methods (e.g., reporter assays), and the identification of phylogenetically conserved miRNA binding sites in the target mRNA. Techniques in molecular biology may reveal a direct or indirect effect of the miRNA on a gene’s expression, but they cannot address the physiological significance of such regulation. Hence, the demonstration of phylogenetic conservation of the interaction between a miRNA and a mRNA has been central in the validation of proposed interactions: Even if the target is poorly repressed, its regulation was considered biologically important because it is conserved in evolution.

Lists of miRNA targets found by molecular biology experiments or by computational predictions are frequently used to infer
miRNA biological functions: Depending on prediction programs, false positive rates of several tens of percent thus heavily contaminate such functional inferences. miRNAs certainly have a real physiological effect but only through regulation of genes whose activity is sensitive to moderate repression. It has been proposed that miRNAs act globally on gene networks and the simultaneous modest regulation of many genes would trigger a large phenotypic response (Flynt and Lai 2008). In theory, this property could explain why individual miRNA/mRNA interactions do not control any selectable phenotype, while the coordinated regulation of many miRNAs does. However, it should be kept in mind that each individual miRNA binding site evolves independently from...
the others: If it does not have a selectable effect by itself, then it should mutate at the same rate as nonfunctional genomic elements. And indeed, genetic validation of the physiological role of miRNA/miRNA interactions usually points to a single target being responsible for all the reported phenotypes of any miRNA mutant. To our knowledge, there is currently only one in vivo experiment showing that multiple targets contribute to a miRNA mutant phenotype: the strong and wingless targets for miR-965 in Drosophila (Verma and Cohen 2015). All the other published in vivo assessments of the implication of targets in miRNA mutant phenotypes pointed to a single target each.

Recent technological advances now allow a precise dissection of regulatory networks: Mutating miRNAs and targets of interest with the CRISPR/Cas9 system, it is now possible to disrupt and restore individual interactions on demand (Ecsedi et al. 2014; Ecsedi et al. 2015) and why phenotypes of miRNA mutants (Alvarez-Saavedra and Horvitz 2010; Park et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2014; Ecsedi et al. 2015) and why phenotypes of miRNA mutants are often hard to infer a priori from the list of expected targets and restore individual interactions on demand (Ecsedi et al. 2014; Ecsedi et al. 2015) and why phenotypes of miRNA mutants are often hard to infer a priori from the list of expected targets (Li and Carthew 2005; Sokol et al. 2008; Elia et al. 2009; Shaw et al. 2010). Our results thus imply that microRNA target predictions should be used with caution, always considering the possibility that any given predicted target is a false positive.

**Methods**

**Measurement of inter-individual variability in neutrophil gene expression**

Pathogen-free S/SPF C57BL/6j mice were obtained from Charles River Laboratories. Experiments were performed using 10 3-month-old male mice. Approval for these studies was obtained from the Ethics Committee on Animal Research of the Languedoc-Roussillon region (CE-LR-0505). Five blood samples were analyzed separately (“biological replicates”), and five others were pooled, then split into five “technical replicates.” All 10 samples were then treated identically in a double-blind manner. miRNAs were quantified using Affymetrix whole-genome array HT MG-430 PM and the 3′-IVT labeling kit, by the IRB microarray facility (IRB, CHRU-INSERM-UM1 Montpellier). Additional experimental details can be found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures, section 1.1.

**RIP-seq-based identification of miRNA targets**

C2C12 differentiation was induced as described (Sweetman et al. 2008). Two days later, cells were transfected with 20 nM antisense oligonucleotides using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Oligonucleotides are described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures, section 1.6. Cells were cross-linked 24 h after transfection. For AGO RIP-seq, cDNA libraries were prepared from immunoprecipitated RNA by BGI Tech Solutions using poly(A)-independent RNA-seq, with the fragmentation step performed prior to reverse-transcription. Additional experimental details can be found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures, section 1.3.1.

**Calculation of mRNA-mediated miRNA titration efficiency**

Cell volumes were calculated by approximating cells to ellipsoids, whose semimajor axis and semiminor axis were measured on microscopy pictures of trypsinized cells, resuspended in medium. Pictures were internally calibrated using 4.5-µm diameter beads, and cells were colored with Texas red-conjugated wheat germ agglutinin for a better contrast.

The equilibrium between free and bound miRNA was calculated using the dissociation constant measured by Wee et al. (2012):

\[
\frac{\text{[free miRNA]} \times \text{[free binding sites]}}{\text{[miRNA/miRNA duplex]}} = K_d
\]

with:

- \([\text{miRNA/miRNA duplex}]\) = the total concentration of miRNA/mRNA duplex between the miRNA of interest and its mRNA targets,
- measured miRNA concentration = [free miRNA] + [miRNA/mRNA duplex], and
- measured binding site concentration = [free binding site] + [miRNA/mRNA duplex].

“Measured binding site concentration” was measured by summing the concentrations of every experimentally identified target, weighted by their number of perfect or imperfect seed matches (considering the three most frequently observed imperfect seed matches) (see their sequences in the legend for Fig. 3D). Conceptual loss of an individual binding site was achieved by decreasing that weight by one site.

**Comparison of seed match conservation with seed conservation in vertebrates**

Orthologous sites in 3′ UTRs were extracted from UCSC Genome Browser’s 100 species whole-genome alignment using reference gene UTR annotation. Clade-specific miRNA seeds were defined as the seeds present in at least 75% of the species in the clade of interest, while being absent in every species outside that clade. For a seed to be flagged as “absent” from a species, it had to be absent from the set of miRBase-annotated miRNA seeds for that species, but also that species’ genome was required to be devoid of any predicted hairpin orthologous to known hairpins expressing a miRNA with that seed in other vertebrate species. Additional experimental details can be found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures, section 1.5.

**Data access**

Raw and processed microarray data from this study have been submitted to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under accession number GSE59549. Raw RNA-seq data have been submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/) under accession numbers SRP036149 (RNA-seq during C2C12 differentiation) and SRP065380 (RIP-seq on differentiation day 3).
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